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today Dendrograms continued
Single linkage as a topological clustering method

Average linkage

Review

Del Adiscretehierarchicalpartition of X is a collectionPER
of portions of X such that if Lsp and

N

A cPx then ACB for some BEPp

discrete means aELN

Dendrograms
Let Pz zc.my be a discrete hierarchical partition of
a finite set X

The unlabeled dendrogram of P consists of

A graph DIP CVE
A function L V IN

Specifically Vs 2 IzeIN SePz
so every element of every partition Pz corresponds
to one vertex in the graph



o ne v e in the graph
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Lis defined by LCS 2 2
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Remade We can definethedendrogram of a discrete hierarchka
sub partition in the exactly same way

Proposition Forany hierarchical subpartition P DLP
is a forest

Proof Exercise

Trimming thedendrogram

Thedendrogram can be simplified in two ways without
loss of information

1 Since X is finite there will be some smallest
Ztop such that Pz Pat for all 232 top

For instance in the above example 2top 2

We usually onh plot the subgraph of DCP
consisting of

tertices S 2 with Zs 2top and
all edges between such vertices
Well denotethis ICP
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2 For a graph G CV E and r well we
say V is indicent to w if v w EE

Thedegree of V denoted deg v is thenumber of
edges incident to w

Exercise Label eachvertexofthefollowinggraph by its
degree

Y
For GCVE any forestthere is a natural way of removing any
vertices of degree 2 from G

SupposeV is a vertex of degree 2 incident to
vertices u w

We remove V v u and v w from G

We add fir to G
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of u w

no edgehere
becauseG is aforest

If v is a vertex in DCP incident to v.v
with Lcu a Uv Llew we remove V

Let TrimCV denote the graph obtained from P
in any order Call V the trimmed dendrogram
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We visualize a hierarchical partition via its trimmed
dendrogram

Weusually put an elbow in each edge so that
is drawn as a vertical part followed by horizontal
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what if we have something like this
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Labeling the dendrogram ef a partition
For each vertex S O we label the vertex by S
We typically do not label any other vertices
we
canineanindigation

of
fade

to theside

e

10 3 a o Eazy 0

If The partition consists only of singletons at level 0
we can simplify the labels further This assumption is
nearly always satisfied in practice

at
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This is the dendrogram that clustering software will
produce

Jendiograms of.mu orete hierarchical partitions

Assume P Pa ac.com is a part



Singleinkageandtopology
Two related stories connecting single linkage to topology

Genomic realization of a graphs
We drew graphs as geometric objects
This can be formalized like a construction called

geometric realization

Given a graph G construct the following
topological space

We have one copy of


